FADE IN

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY (BLACK AND WHITE)

A PROFESSOR stands in front of a class of students.

PROFESSOR
And don’t forget, you have a presentation due next Thursday...

One STUDENT IN DENIAL becomes very disgruntled at this news and suddenly stands up.

STUDENT IN DENIAL
No!

CLOSE-UP on other confused students. The STUDENT IN DENIAL begins to walk out of the classroom.

STUDENT IN DENIAL (CONT’D)
I can’t believe this. I’m leaving.
I can’t work like this!

CUT TO

INT. PARDEE HALL HALLWAY - DAY (BLACK AND WHITE)

The STUDENT IN DENIAL walks out of the classroom, grumbling, and down the hall.

CUT TO

EXT. PARDEE HALL - DAY (BLACK AND WHITE)

The STUDENT IN DENIAL walks out of the building, still grumbling, and across the quad.

CUT TO

EXT. CAMPUS ENTRANCE - DAY (BLACK AND WHITE)

The STUDENT IN DENIAL leaves the campus, still grumbling.

CUT TO

EXT. STREET - DAY (BLACK AND WHITE)

The STUDENT IN DENIAL is trying to hitchhike, still grumbling underneath their breath. A CAR pulls to the side of the road and the STUDENT IN DENIAL gets in.

CUT TO
INT. CAR - DAY (BLACK AND WHITE)

The STUDENT IN DENIAL sits in the passenger seat and lets
out an exasperated sigh.

DRIVER
Kid, it seems to me like
something’s got you panicking.

STUDENT IN DENIAL
I’ve got a presentation coming up
for class and I have no idea what
to do.

DRIVER
Don’t you know about WA drop-in?

STUDENT IN DENIAL
Yeah, don’t WAs just work with
papers?

DRIVER
The College Writing Program isn’t
just for papers!

The DRIVER drives off-screen.

CUT TO

INT. WATT WRITING ROOM - DAY (COLOR)

The STUDENT IN DENIAL walks through the door and is greeted
by a smiling DROP-IN WA who leads him to an open seat. The
STUDENT IN DENIAL, feeling relieved, smiles back.

Around the room, other WAs help students with papers. At
computers, other WAs guide students through posters and
videos. The DROP-IN WA begins a conference with the STUDENT
IN DENIAL and both begin talking about the project as the
voiceover progresses.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
The College Writing Program isn’t
just for papers! Our drop-in
Writing Associates can help with
any project that involves writing,
from presentations and posters, to
podcasts and videos!

DROP-IN WA
I used to have the same problem, so
I know exactly what you’re going
through!

(CONTINUED)
The STUDENT IN DENIAL smiles.

B-ROLL of the Watt Writing Room and the library’s room for WA drop-in play. ON-SCREEN, hours for drop-in appear.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Stop by Pardee 319 to talk to a WA today! The College Writing Program: not just for papers! Any student. Any project. Any class.

FADE OUT